Class of 1992

CLASS PARTICIPATION RATE: 47%
TOTAL GIVING: $92,200

CLASS CHAIRS:
MAURA E. MCGOVERN
TIMOTHY D. MCGOVERN
CHRISTOPHER J. SERB

Donor counts include gifts received and processed in fiscal year 2014. For more information or to make your gift, please contact the Holy Cross Fund at 877-433-1843 or 508-793-2421 or visit www.holycross.edu/give
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James M. Sullivan, Jr. **
John P. Sullivan *
Lauren O'Connor Sullivan **
Maryanne Kilty Sullivan **
Michael P. Sullivan *
Sean W. Sullivan **
Richard O. Swanson **
Stacey A. Swekelo-Bradley **
Julie Fitzpatrick Tammaro **
Michael C. Thee *
Margaret S. Thompson *
David M. Traub **
Stephen J. Turanchik **
Britt Adornato Van Valkenburg **
Monette Dugas Verrier **
Peter F. Verrier **
Anne A. Vetter-Gregory
Christopher P. Vogt **
Christine Martin Wallace
Maura F. Walsh
Maura J. Walsh **
Michael R. Walsh
Matthew J. Wasta **
Andrea J. Weaver **
Allison H. Weinheagen **
Matthew D. White
Tamara L. Wilson **
George L. Wimberly III **
Christine Wong **
Susan Monaco Woodilla

** Bold indicates President's Council
* Italic indicates 1843 Society
** Indicates 3 years consecutive giving
*** Indicates 5 years consecutive giving